
LT. TRUCK CONE KIT
(PN 8113277C) 

Eliminates the need to use a faceplate extension 

and a spacer cone when mounting wheels in certain 

light truck/SUV applications. (Toyota, Land Cruiser, 

Sequoia, and some Nissan light trucks)

 Coats ® Adjustable Pin Plates 

 PN 85610104  

Coats Adjustable Pin Plates offer one, reliable system when 

balancing wheels. The pin plates are always ready for use, 

as they combine 15 plates into one convenient solution. 

These plates allow the technician the precision to achieve 

the ideal performance balance. 

 
 

Most consistent method for providing accurate mountings 

for a wide variety of tire and wheel assemblies. 

 
Adjustable design provides fast and easy clamping of tire 

and wheel assemblies. 

 
Lug clamping and centering of tire and wheel assembly 

prevents damage to alloy wheels. 

 
Can be used on any 40mm wheel balancer. 

 
            

 
         Manufacturer of AMMCO ® , Coats ® , BaseLine ® and BADA ® 

                      Automobile Service Equipment, Tools, and Accessories 

 

 
            

 
www.ammcoats.com 
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Pictured—
PN 85610104 

3,4,5 Lug Adjustable Pin Plate Set 

Description 

Part Number 

3,4,5 Lug Adjustable Pin Plate Set 

85610104 

5 Lug Adjustable Pin Plate 

85609688 

4 Lug Adjustable Pin Plate 

85609689 

3 Lug Adjustable Pin Plate 

85609690 

Direct Drive
Wheel Balancers

Coats® knows that it’s not enough to just mount new tires. The wheels must be correctly 
balanced using the proper techniques and equipment. This job must be completed quickly 
and accurately so true zeros mean just that. Coats accomplishes true zeros through innovative 
technologies that reduce errors throughout the process, right down to the motor.

WHEEL BALANCER ACCESSORIES

PREMIUM QUICK NUT
(PN 85607503) 

The Coats® Premium Quick Nut increases 

mounting speed and is designed to ourperform 

and oulast any other quick nut on the market.

PRESSURE CUP & RUBBER LIP
(PN 8112106)
 

SCRAPER
(PN 8113390) 

LIGHT TRUCK BACK CONE SPACER
(PN 8111935) 

Extends the diameter of the faceplate to allow 

larger cones to be mounted behind the wheel. 

Back cone mounting is critical for balancing 

wheels with a cosmetic center or clad face.

PRODUCTIVITY

ADJUSTABLE PIN PLATES
(PN 85610104) 

Adjustable design provides fast and easy 

clamping of tire and wheel assemblies. The pin 

plates are always ready for use, as they combine 

15 plates into one convenient solution.

SIDE SHADOW BOARD
(PN 85610715)

Easily attaches to any Coats® Direct Drive 

Balancer. The Shadow Board provides 

technicians easy access to parts and offers easy 

traceability for any part.

DOUBLE SIDED COLLETS
(PN 85609499)

The Coats® Double Sided Collets provide a 

durable and precise mounting method that 

replicates the mounting of the wheel on the 

vehicle resulting in a performance balance done 

right the first time, everytime.

EXTENDED COVERAGE
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CALIPERS
(PN 8309011)

PREMIUM HUB NUT
(PN 85610908)

SHAFT 

(PN 8500920401)
SHORT CONE
(PN 8112421)

WHEEL WEIGHT HAMMER
(PN 85607780)

SPRING
(PN 8112107) 

CONSUMABLES



Performance adapter solutions
Optimizes balancing process with proper adapters

Advantage:
  Achieves accurate mounting with low angle collets and premium hub nut

 Effectively organizes balancing adapters with custom storage solution

Direct Drive
Motor and spindle are 
combined into a single, 
factory pre-balanced 
assembly

Advantage:
  No belts or pulleys 

that wear over time 
and require frequent 
calibration

 Maximizes speed,       
    accuracy and durability       
    with minimal moving parts
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1300 DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
The Coats® 1300 Direct Drive Wheel Balancer is built 

for today’s high-volume, general service repair shops. 

The 1300 combines the accuracy and durability of the 

exclusive Coats  Direct Drive system with easy to use 

balancing features to execute day after day.

1400 DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
The Coats® 1400 Direct Drive Wheel Balancer is the ideal 

starting unit for all tire dealers. The exclusive Coats  Direct 

Drive system, combined with balancing features focused 

on accuracy, is designed to get the job done right the first 

time, every time.

1500 DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
The Coats® 1500 Wheel Balancer combines the accuracy 

and durability of the Coats  Direct Drive system with a 

set of easy-to-use features. With enhanced laser guided 

operations and automated data entry, the 1500 is 

designed to quickly and accurately balance any assembly.

1600 DIRECT DRIVE WHEEL BALANCER
The Coats® 1600 Wheel Balancer incorporates an 

intuitive touchscreen to allow any technician to 

quickly become a seasoned professional. The 1600 

is designed with features to deliver a one-spin 

performance balance every time.

Also Includes: Small A Cone (PN 8112098), Medium B Cone (PN 8112099), Large C Cone (PN 8112100), Truck 
Back Cone (PN 8112101), Weight hammer (PN 85607780), Small pressure cup & rubber lip (PN 8110542), Spring 
(PN 8112107), Calipers (PN 8309011), Hub Nut (PN 8112103), Weight tray studs (PN 85608850)

DIRECT DRIVE   WHEEL BALANCERS

2
1

Laser Guided Operation®

Pin points the exact Tape-A-Weight location

Advantage:
 Provides the most precise Tape-A-Weight placement          
     in the industry
 Eliminates the need for a second spin to add additional  
    Tape-A-Weight

1
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Enhanced Laser Guided Operation®

Pin points the exact inboard clip-on location

Advantage:
 Laser line provides a clear visual for wheel weight application

 Improves weight placement accuracy resulting in a faster, more accurate balance

3

3

Behind-the-spoke

Allows you to hide the Tape-A-Weight behind the spokes of a     
decorative wheel quickly and easily

Advantage:
 Maintains a clean look on custom wheels for maximum customer satisfaction. 

3
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Static-On-Screen®

Simultaneously displays 
both static and dynamic 
unbalance data

Advantage:
 Provides a final quality  
    check to identify any  
    excessive residual static  
    unbalance 

1

Improper Mounting on Balancer: 60%
Residual Static Unbalance: 10%
Improper Wheel Weight Usage: 7%
Balancer Calibration: 5%
Drive Train Vibration: 6%

Eccentricity Problem: 5% 
Improper Lug Nut Torque: 4%
Bent Wheel Rim: 2%
Force Variation: .05%

KNOW THE CAUSES OF IMPROPER BALANCING

91% Solution to Improper Balancing

THE COATS
®

 ADVANTAGE

www.coatsgarage.comwww.coatsgarage.com

COATS® SOLUTIONS

Improper Mounting 
on Balancer: 60%

Residual Static 
Unbalance: 10%

Improper Wheel 
Weight Usage: 7%

Balancer 
Calibration: 5%

With advanced features, Coats® Direct    
Drive Balancers can help resolve up to    
91% of improper balancing related issues.

           Issues that cannot be solved by any balancer

           Coats® solutions to improper balancing

Solution:

Collets 
Adjustable Pin Plates
Premium Quick Nut

Solution:

Static-on-Screen®

ProBalance Technology®

Solution:

Direct Tape-A-Weight 
Laser Guided Operation®

Solution:

Direct Drive

   Also Includes: 8 Double Sided Collets (PN 85609499), Weight hammer (PN 85607780), Small pressure cup 
& rubber lip (PN 8110542), Spring (PN 8112107), Calipers (PN 8309011), Premium Quick Nut (PN 85607503),      
No Mar Ring (PN 85608312), Side shadow board (PN 85610715), Weight tray studs (PN 85608850)  

   Also Includes: 8 Double Sided Collets (PN 85609499), Weight hammer (PN 85607780), Small pressure cup & 
rubber lip (PN 8110542), Spring (PN 8112107), Calipers (PN 8309011), Premium Quick Nut (PN 85607503), No 
Mar Ring (PN 85608312), Side shadow board (PN 85610715), Weight tray studs (PN 85608850)  

*(Available on 1300, 1400 & 1500   
   models)

*(Available on 1300, 1400,
  1500 & 1600 models)

*(Available on 1300, 1400,1500 & 1600 models) 

*(Available on 1400, 1500 & 1600 models)

*(Available on 1400, 1500 & 1600 models)

3-D Data Entry
Automatic wheel data 
entry for distance, 
diameter, and width 
dimensions

Advantage:
  Maximizes speed of wheel 

dimension entry for fast  
floor-to-floor times

 Automatic wheel dimension  
     entry improves accuracy

2

*(Available on 1500 & 1600)

*(Available on 1500 & 1600 models)

1
Stop, Lock & Index
Automatically positions the wheel at the weight 
placement location and locks the spindle in place 
for easy, accurate weight application.

Advantage:
 Locks the tire assembly in place for increased accuracy  
    during weight application

1

*(Available on 1500 & 1600 models)

   Also Includes: 8 Double Sided Collets (PN 85609499), Weight hammer (PN 85607780), Small pressure cup 
& rubber lip (PN 8110542), Spring (PN 8112107), Calipers (PN 8309011), Premium Hub Nut (PN 85610908),        
No Mar Ring (PN 85608312), Side shadow board (PN 85610715), Weight tray studs (PN 85608850)  

Speed ThreadTM                                                                                   
Provides the ability to thread the hub nut at the push of a pedal 
to improve the ease-of-use and speed of mounting the wheel

Advantage:
  Eliminates the need of spinning the hub nut by hand

3

Multi-language software
Easily select preferred language to enhance the user experience

Advantage:

 Comes standard with English, Spanish, French and Chinese

 Capability to upload additional language packages

1

ProBalance Technology®

Offers a fast, single-
step correction for 
residual unbalance

Advantage:
  Ensures both residual 

static & residual couple 
unbalance are corrected 
in one easy step

2

2

3


